Introduction
The structure of individual grain boundaries in oxides with the rock-salt crystal structure have been computer-modelled by several research groups and compared, in some cases, with earlier experimental observations. Very few grain boundaries or other interfaces in other ceramic materials have been studied in such detail. The present paper is a review of some recent observations on phase boundaries in other ceramic materials and will also illustrate the inter-relationship with grain boundaries. The motivation for this interest in the s!ructure and chemistry of interfaces in ceramic devices derives, in part, from the realization that the extensive body of information and concepts which have been accumulated from metallic systems cannot necessarily be directly transferred to these nonmetallic systems. Furthermore, in comparison to the processing of metals, the preparation of many ceramic materials often involves the use of solid-state reactions. Thus, the fundamental understanding of phase boundaries in these ceramic systems has assumed a new importance.
I a-Al20&Lalumina Phase Boundary
The a-A1203 / p-alumina phase boundary is an interface between two oxides whose oxygen sublattices are based on hexagonal close-packing. Previously, a reaction between a polycrystalline a -A1203. TEM foil and potassium-rich vapor produced potassium P-alumina which was topotactically aligned to the a-A1203 such that the basal planes of the two materials were closely parallel (i.e., (000,
The phase boundaries produced during the vapor-phase reaction were observed to facet along low-index planes in the a-A1203, including (000 1) and (01 12).
Figs. 1 shows SEM images from surfaces of single-crystal a-A1203 substrates which had been reacted with K2C03 powde~ a) from an (0001) substrate and b) from a (1 120) substrate after reaction with K2C03 for 24h at 1 100°C and 1200°C, respectively. The texture of the potassium p-alumina reaction layer is strongly dependent upon substrate orientation. In particular, the basal plane of the Palumina grows parallel to that of the a-A1203 for both these. This restriction on the preferred growth plane results in the formation of grossly different growth textures. For example, the P-alumina layer on the (0001) substrate (Fig.la) is planar while the layer on (1 120) (Fig.lb) is acicular with the Palumina laths aligned such that their major axes extend parallel to [OOOl] ,.
Fig2 is a bright-field, cross-section TEM image and corresponding SAD pattern from a (1 120) and are associated with planar defects in this P-alumina layer. Fig. 2 Cross-sectional TEM image from (1 120) a-A1203 substrate on which a layer of potassium ealumina has been grown.
I1 Growth of S~inel into Alumina
The structure of spinelfalumina phase boundaries has recently been studied by electron diffraction2. There exist several dominant topotactic relationships; of these, the two most common are with the ( 1 11 ) spinel plane is parallel to either the (0001) or the (1 120) alumina plane. In both of these cases, it has been found that there is often a small rotation from exact topotaxy (typically 0 ' to 2' but with larger rotations possible) which partially eliminates the need for misfit dislocations. This rotation is a special phenomenon that may be unique to non-metallic interfaces such as phase boundaries in ceramics3-An example of a special spinel/alumina interface with a large rotation from exact topotaxy between the (1 11) spinel plane and the (0001) alumina plane is discussed.
The spineValumina interfaces were produced by reacting the alumina with NiO vapor at 1400°C in air. The detailed experimental approach has been described previously2. A high-resolution TEM image of a spineValumina interface which exhibits an 8' rotation between the ( 11 1 ) spinel plane and the (0001) alumina plane is shown in Fig. 4 . This lattice image was obtained using axial illumination closely parallel to the close-packed directions in each material (the [1 iOJ and the [I i00] in spinel and alumina respectively). The phase boundary plane is parallel to the (1 11) spinel plane and the (1 123) alumina plane. The important features to notice are that the interface is atomically flat with no facets, and that one set of the (1 11) spinel planes runs smooothly into the (0001) alumina planes; no misfit dislocations are present in this projection. The lattice misfit is accomodated by the rotation of So that exists between these two planes. The measurement from the HREM image is in exact agreement with the SAD analysis. Direct comparison of the misfit with and without the rotation can be made to show the effective elimination of any misfit at the interface after the rotation. First, the misfit in the direction parallel to the electron beam is not important for this interface since the thickness of the interface in this direction is much less than the length of the interface in the direction perpendicular to the beam . The phase boundary can thus assume a lower-energy state by relaxing its configuration in the plane normal to the beam direction. The misfit in the direction parallel to the beam is calculated to be 0.039. The misfit in the plane of the figure along the phase boundary would be 0.071 without the rotation of So between the spinel (1 11 } plane and the alumina (0001) plane. With the rotation present the misfit is calculated to be only 0.002. It is therefore clear that the rotation substantially accomodates the misfit and effectively eliminates the need to have misfit dislocations in this projection. not join; i.e. every oxygen atom cannot 'be shared and some rearragement of the oxygen atoms along the close-packed direction must occur. Also, there are occupied polyhedra sharing faces in both the cation and the anion sublattices; according to Pauling's rules4 this sharing of polyhedra faces is not a favorable configuration,therefore some rearrangement of ions must occur to avoid this situation. 111 
Hetero-and Homo-Phase Boundaries in Ceramic Oxides
When iron doped NiO or MgO is oxidized, a solid state reaction occurs and iron rich spinel, NiFe204 or MgFe204 respectively,is precipitated homogeneously throughout the sample. The two phases are very similar structurally; having the same oxygen sublattice and only the cation distribution changing across the phase boundary. The unit cell of the spinel is almost twice as long as the rock-salt cell of NiO or MgO with the lattice misfit between the two being less than 0.5%. Samples were prepared from powders of Fe203 with NiO or MgO; heating the samples then quenching in air to place the Fe in solution. then oxidizing the Fe by annealing in air at constant temperature, or by slow cooling in air from high temperature. TEM samples were subsequently prepared by mechanical thinning and ion milling until perforation.
Many different precipitate shapes have been observed and appear to be controlled by the oxidation conditions. Small (< 50 nm) precipitates are bounded by very flat { I 1 I ) planes forming octahedra (Fig. 6a) . Slightly larger precipitates (40 nrn -100 nm) having arms in the <loo> directions are bounded by { 110) planes on the outside of the arms and { 11 1) planes in the center and at the tips of the arms (Fig. 6a and 6b ). Larger precipitates (80 nm -800 nm) also have arms in the <loo> directions and are bounded by { 110) and { 11 1 ) planes have in addition { 11 1 ) planes present in the arms, which are thicker in the middle than in the center (Fig. 6b) . Very large precipitates (600 nm -1100 nm) appear as dendrites with primary and secondary arms all bounded by { 11 1 ) and { 110) planes. In all cases no dislocations have been observed even in samples as large as 1. I pm.
The shape of the precipitates is clearly related to the interface structure. The smallest particles are bounded by (111) planes. When the stability of the interface breaks down, arms grow at the corners of the { I l l ) p1anesj.e. the <001> directions. The (110) interface of the arms permits them to grow easily, presumably with very little energy. The low energy interfaces combined with the growth kinetics thus seem to control the particles shape and size. Most of the observed interfaces are very straight and flat, only in the larger particles are slightly bowed interfaces observed. Figure 3 shows a high resolution micrograph of a NiFe204 precipitate in a NiO matrix showing both the (1 11) and (1 10) interfaces. Notice that the interface is very sharp and flat even at the atomic scale.
Mn304 gain bounday
A bright-field image of twin boundaries and a low-angle grain boundary in hausmannite (a-Mng04) is shown in Fig. 8 . The sample was prepared by melting Mn304 powder at 156Z°C/l bar air and slow cooling from the melt to produce a two-phase mixture of Mnl-AO and a-Mn304. When referred to a face-centered tetragonal (fct) lattice, a-Mn304 has a distorted spinel structure with c/a=1.16. The high-temperature form (P-Mn304) has a cubic spinel structure. Twinning on the {101) planes of the a-Mn304 phase is inevitable and is common in materials which undergo cubic-to- tetragonal displacive transformations. The selected-area diffraction (SAD) pattern, which was taken on the grain boundary with B=<lOO>fc,, and the corresponding schematic show that the axes of the two grains are parallel with a -5' rotation of the two grains with respect to each other about this axis. The grain boundary is faceted approximately parallel to ( 101 ), which is generally the case for boundaries of this type. 
